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The superprism effect is the rapid variation of the group propagation angle with wavelength observed just 
outside the stop band of one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional photonic crystals. This 
effect is interesting for future compact wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing devices. We are 
particularly interested in multilayer thin-film stacks acting as one-dimensional photonic crystals as they can 
be fabricated very accurately and cost-effectively. Here we investigate the relationship between superprism 
effect, group delay, and stored energy in multilayer thin-film stacks.  
 
First, we show that the tangent of the group propagation angle is approximately proportional to the group 
delay through the structure. The only wavelength dependent part of the proportionality constant is the 
group velocity along the layers. Thus, a device using the angular dispersion of a multilayer thin-film stack 
exhibits temporal dispersion as well. Next, we use the relationship between stored energy and delay 
previously derived for microwave circuits from Tellegen’s theorem. For many thin-film stacks of interest, 
the group delay is proportional to the stored energy divided by the incident power. Combining these two 
results, we conclude that the superprism effect is an energy storage effect, i.e. for a larger change in the 
stored energy with wavelength, a larger change in the propagation direction with wavelength is obtained 
and vice versa. 
 
This physical insight allows us to consider how we might modify periodic structures to obtain superior 
dispersion characteristics. Different types of non-periodic stacks and their wavelength-dependent energy 
distributions are investigated. We show experimental and simulation results for several such non-periodic 
structures with large constant dispersion. Furthermore, the relationship is also interesting from a fabrication 
point of view as it suggests that regions of the structure that experience a large change in the stored energy 
with wavelength are crucial for device operation and thus more susceptible to fabrication errors. 
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